


IS THE LEADING RUSSIAN ONLINE RETAILER, ESTABLISHED IN 1998

TODAY, OZON.RU IS ONE OF THE BIGGEST RUSSIAN ONLINE MULTICATEGORY E-COMMERCE 

PLATFORMS WITH 3MLN+ VISITS DAILY.

OZON.ru offers an assortment of up to 1.6mn SKUs across 24 product categories. OZON.ru has its fulfillment

infrastructure that allows the next day delivery to 40% of the Russian population. The company's logistics footprint

comprises 7 fulfillment centers in Russia with a total space of over 100k sqm; the company operates its courier

delivery service and has a network of more than 5000 pickup points and lockers across Russia.

15.5 MLN CUSTOMERS ORDERS WERE MADE AT OZON IN 2018



For a company with such ambitions like Ozon is crucial to growing its 

customer base faster than any other competitor.

make bloggers across Russia tell about Ozon’s advantages 

and acquire new clients for marketplaceOur goal is attracting new buyers for a well-known company through 

bloggers.

Competition on the Russian e-commerce market is huge, so having 

influencers on your side is a huge advantage



We decided to go for CPA project with Ozon. The target action is: new client makes an order. 

Bloggers were free in content development

Perfluence was paid only when it’s bloggers attracted new buyers to Ozon using Ozon’s referral 

program. We were not paid for a post or stories - only for a real results

Within the first test month we:
made 486 posts about the product

posts acquired 311 029 likes, 11 612 comments on instagram

campaign approximately reached 5 018 286 instagram users

within this campaign we attracted 6000 new buyers for Ozon with CPA cost 

less than 15$ (CAC < 15$)

the overall cost per card was equal to the results of classic performance channels



17 684 17 120



527 1 070



3 617 437



Perfluence is #1 influencers’ affiliate network and performance 

influence marketing agency

We work with bloggers across the World and make them sell 

your products, not just post about them

We use performance-approach for influence marketing

Our clients pay for actions and get brand awareness (likes, 

comments, PR) for free

INTERESTED?

Let’s discuss your project:

k.@perfluence.io

REQUEST DEMO

of our bloggers’ affiliate
network at:

k.@perfluence.io


